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To provide QUALITY AND EFFECTIVE training 
and education for workers and employers on 
the recognition, avoidance, and prevention of 
safety and health hazards…



How do we know if workers learned anything?

How do we know if workers apply training?

How do we know what works and what does 
not?

How do we know what needs to be improved?

Why didn’t training stick?



a systematic mechanism to evaluate the 
effectiveness of training programs



Many safety training programs fail to deliver 
expected benefits. 

Expected benefits are often not clearly defined

Having a well-structured measuring system can 
determine where the problem lies. 

Ability to demonstrate a real and significant 
benefit to the organization





Determination of effectiveness

Address a specific deficiency

Quality improvement mechanism

Data pooling

Moving beyond the “checkbox”

Demonstrate owner commitment

Component of safety management program

Obvious reason: OSHA says we have to



Recommended text:
Kirkpatricks’ Four Levels of 
Training Evaluation

$25 on Amazon



Training Effectiveness Evaluation: 
How to do it?

Level 1-Reaction

Level 2-Retention

Level 3-Behavior Change 

Level 4-Results (Injury reduction)

Level 5-Cost Benefit



Learner immediate reaction to the training
Speaker

Environment

Materials

Degree of understanding of training content





Feedback from workers:
“This training was a great experience. I loved the videos! They caught my 
attention because they are in my native language. I can follow and understand 
what is happening.”

“It is important to wear protective gear when handling chemicals, such as gloves.  
And it is also important to wash our hands before and after.”

“To be careful with the manure lagoon because they are dangerous. We shouldn’t 
get in or get too close.”

“Treat the animals with care and be careful with them for our own safety. We 
have to move the cows slowly and with patience”



Feedback from owners and managers:
“This is a great program that is easy to use!”

“Very impressed with the delivery of the training. All 
workers were highly focused and interested.”

“Can you visit us again in 6 months to train again?”

“I’d highly recommend this program to my colleague.” 



Classic pre-post examination
Must have a baseline (pre test) compare to

Consider reading level of worker

Careful attention to wording

Use images

Incorrect answers may reflect poor wording, not 
lack of learning

Analysis to determine where training could be 
improved

Questions should reflect learning objectives





This is most difficult to perform

Usually 3 to 6 months post training

Observation or self-report?

Return trip or phone call

Has the worker changed the way they do their job?





Level 4-Results
Lagging indicators: 

Injury/fatality reduction

Near miss reduction

Leading indicators:
Hazards corrected

Processes changed

Meetings attended

Level 5-Cost Benefit Analysis
Cost Effectiveness Analysis



Training Documentation

• Workers receive a certificate

• Owner receives a training report
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